
If the buck had picked me out of
the tree, what ended up being
the shortest hunt of my life

would have been at least a day
longer.  I saw him from the truck
while pulling into the hunting area
and ran quickly to my stand, just out
of the approaching mule deer’s sight.
Within two minutes, I spotted antler
tips as the buck followed the side hill
straight toward the end of the small
ditch that my stand overlooked.  

That’s when a slight swirl in the
wind took my scent to his nose.  It
was only a momentary pause in the
steady uphill flow, but it was enough
to put the buck on red-alert.  Still 50
yards away, the buck froze and
combed the timber - several times
staring right through my perch low
in the big pine tree.  After picking the
tree apart, branch-by-branch, he
was apparently satisfied that I was
nothing more than a lump on the
trunk.  

Finally, he relaxed and contin-
ued angling toward me.  At 40 yards,
he stopped to thrash a small pine
tree.  I took it as my signal to draw
the bow since it didn’t appear that
he’d get much closer.

After quickly ranging the buck at
38 yards, I drew, settled my 40-yard
pin low on his chest and triggered
the shot.  He must have just finished
his morning coffee.  Even though the
buck still had his antlers buried in
the tree, he was wired enough to
drop eight inches before the arrow
got there, producing a spine hit
which I quickly followed up with
another arrow.  I’d flown all the way
to Colorado and ended up spending
more time waiting for my bow in

baggage claim than I did actually
hunting.  The hunt was over, com-
plete with recovery, in just five min-
utes!

I’m convinced that I never would
have gotten that buck if I’d been
wearing camouflage that didn’t
blend with that pine tree.  Carefully
selected camouflage makes a big dif-
ference when you are trying to beat
wary game at short bowhunting dis-
tances.  When I can, I always wear
camouflage that exactly matches the
surroundings in which I’ll be hunt-
ing.

Today’s highly refined patterns
allow bowhunters to hide in front of
the same cover they once had to
crouch behind.  And they now can
remain hidden under a wider variety
of conditions.  They can even get
away with a little movement once in
awhile.

The key to excellent camouflage
is eliminating the solid silhouette,
while at the same time blending well
with the surroundings.  With their
detailed and contrasting fore-
grounds combined with large open
backgrounds, all the popular pat-
terns allow you to disappear in the
woods.  Look at the many designs
available from your favorite clothing
manufacturers.  The fact that there is
a pattern to match any hunting situ-
ation will surely amaze you, and
knowing which ones work best in
your area will help you increase
clothing sales.

HOW  CAMO EVOLVED
The U.S. military was responsi-

ble for the camouflage patterns
hunters wore as recently as the early

1980’s.  That’s when Jim Crumley, fed
up with patterns that didn’t match
the trees he hunted, began market-
ing the first camouflage targeted
specifically toward sportsmen -
bowhunters in particular.  In the next
few years, his Trebark camouflage
became so successful, and drew so
much acclaim, that several compet-
ing patterns soon emerged.  

Bill Jordan and Toxey Haas,
under the now legendary names
Realtree and Mossy Oak, were
among the first and have remained
among the most popular.  Like
Crumley’s, their first patterns
focused on duplicating tree bark.
Since that time, Mossy Oak has pur-
chased Trebark and the emphasis of
the industry has shifted toward more
advanced concealment strategies.  

Camouflage makers know they
can sell more product if their pat-
terns not only work in the field but
also look good on the shelf.  Sporting
camouflage has become its own
fashion industry with astonishing,
layered three-dimensional designs.  

HOW CAMO WORKS
Two and a half decades have

passed since Jim Crumley first
released Trebark, but the basic intent
of sporting camouflage hasn’t
changed.  Designers still attempt to
create a three-dimensional illusion
that makes game look through you
instead of at you.  On the other hand,
the way this goal is being accom-
plished has changed drastically.
Today’s most versatile patterns are
open, with light colored patches
adjacent to areas of shading to create
surprisingly effective contrast.  Over
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this lies an intricate arrangement of
branches, tree bark and leaves.
These patterns are a combination of
distant, blurred backgrounds and
high-resolution foregrounds for the
ultimate 3-D effect.

Some of today’s patterns are so
effective that they actually create an
optical illusion.  Camouflage design-
ers have told me that when a deer (or
a human, for that matter) looks at a
combination of blurred background

and detailed foreground it has a hard
time focusing on both at the same
time.  As a result, the animal is
unable to put the whole thing
together.  It produces a three-dimen-
sional effect.  It is the same phenom-
ena we sense when looking at near
and far objects at the same time.
Natural depth of field limitations
prevents us from seeing everything
in full detail.  Every good camouflage
pattern tries to achieve this three-

dimensional effect.
The designers of ASAT camou-

flage embraced (the acronym stands
for All Season All Terrain) a slightly
different approach to camouflage
design.  The ASAT pattern (and simi-
larly the patterns from Predator)
revolves around matching the neu-
tral background colors that make up
90 percent of any setting.  These
tones are tan, brown and black.
These are the only colors used in

Mossy Oak Obsession

Photos and text

by Bill Winke
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ASAT allowing it to blend effectively
into the background of any setting.

SPECIALTY PATTERNS
There are dozens of companies

offering regional and niche camou-
flage patterns.  Somebody makes a
pattern that perfectly matches even
the most specialized hunting envi-
ronment.  

For example, if you have a cus-
tomer who often hunts from stands
in small trees with little background
cover, you can offer the Original
Skyline pattern that blends with the
sky.  For anyone hunting whitetails
in early season there are several
green-based patterns from which to
choose.  A bowhunter who hunts in
cornfields (Cornfield Camo,
www.cornfieldcamo.com), reeds
(Realtree Max-4 and Mossy Oak
Duck Blind), sage (Realtree Max-1
and Sage Country Camo, www.sage-
countrycamo.com), snow (various
companies), brush (Mossy Oak
Brush), dark trees, light trees, pine
trees (Ridge Ghost,
www.ghostcamo.com) –
you name it - there is a
specialized pattern just
for your situation.  

Specialized patterns
are a great way to
increase your customer
service and your sales but
if you choose the wrong
patterns, you can end up
with inventory you have
to liquidate for a fraction
of its worth in the end.
Choosing the right pat-
terns involves matching
the local conditions and

the way most of the hunters in your
area like to hunt.  It also involves
choosing high quality garments that

have the right fit and function.  
Probably by now, you already

know how to buy clothing, so this
article will not diverge into those
issues.  I’ll stay focused on choosing
patterns.  How do most of your cus-
tomers like to hunt?  Are they exclu-
sively bowhunters or do they also
hunt waterfowl?  What types of trees
grow predominantly in your area?
Are they commonly light-trunked
like white oak and maple or dark-
trunked like black oak.  Knowing the
answer will help you choose patterns
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that blend well in your area.
Some of the patterns that cam-

ouflage companies first designed to
work in open ground-hunting set-
tings also work very well in a tree.
For example, Mossy Oak conceived
their Brush pattern for open country
and foot hunting, primarily in the
West.  In that role, it does work very
well.  It turns a hunter nearly invisi-
ble in grasslands and thin cover.
However, it works equally well in
white oak trees.  

In fact, I first discovered this

when photographing the pattern.  It
was easy to make Brush look good
on the ground and in light-barked

trees.  Realtree’s new Max-1 also fits
into this category.  It also looks very
good on the ground and in light-
barked trees.

The easiest way to sell a special-
ty pattern is to show its versatility
through actual demonstrations.  It
would certainly be nice to have a
manikin appropriately dressed and
set up in a realistic hunting situation,
but that is impractical in most retail
settings.  A much more convenient
option is the point of sale support
you can get from the camouflage
companies. 

Call their sales departments and
tell them you would like to receive
banners or photos showing the
effectiveness of their patterns in the
field.  Place these posters on the wall
(or place them in standing displays)
in your clothing department.  It is
amazing how much a customer can
learn simply by studying one of
these large marketing photos.  I’ve
shot these photos for this purpose
before.  They are intended to show

where and how the
pattern works best.
As the old saying
goes, a picture is
worth a thousand
words.  It has never
been truer than in
the case of camou-
flage clothing.

The better you
become at selling
specialty patterns,
the more clothing
you will sell.
Ultimately, the con-
sumer will receive
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the value when he or she blends bet-
ter with a wide assortment of set-
tings.

ALL-PURPOSE PATTERNS
It is when you get on the ground

that all-purpose patterns start to
show their value.  Fortunately, many
of today’s better patterns will work
well under a wide range of hunting
situations.  For example, open pat-
terns like ASAT and Predator are at
home whether you’re sitting in a late
season tree stand or slipping
through the timber along the edge
of a mountain stream.  

If a hunter can only afford one
set of camouflage clothing, it makes
sense to offer him a set with an all-
purpose pattern.  Of course, Realtree
and Mossy Oak are the kings of the
all-purpose camouflage game.
Mossy Oak has established a tremen-
dous reputation for their New Break
Up and Obsession patterns and
Realtree introduced two new all-pur-
pose patterns for 2007: AP and AP
Green.  

Mossy Oak Break Up is a some-
what dark-toned
pattern that will
blend well with
dark trees & shad-
ows.  Obsession is
a lighter toned
pattern with some
green mixed in
that will blend
best with early
season, light-
trunked trees and
ground hunting
situations.  

Both of

Realtree’s new patterns, AP and AP
Green, are light toned.  AP stands for
All-Purpose and if you remember
back about ten years, one of
Realtree’s most popular patterns of
all time was called All-Purpose.
Realtree resurrected the name and

the concept but completely updated
the design to take advantage of the
printing technology available today.

THEME PATTERNS
There are some fun camouflage

patterns on the market that combine
deception with artwork and even
with hidden images.  For example,
Duckoflage features duck shaped
camouflage elements.  Mothwing
Camo (www.mothwingcamo.com) is

Your source for all of your:
Bowfishing Products

Arrows and Accessories for youth and Target
Manufacturers of Quality Archery Products ~ 1-800-551-3076
info@cajunarchery.com · www.cajunarchery.com · Since 1963
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inspired by the mottled shapes and
colors found on moth wings.  Moths
are very hard to see unless they
move, and this camo pattern puts
that same deception into a garment
sized pattern.  Mothwing offers
seven patterns for various terrains
and seasons.

God’s Country Camouflage
(www.Godscountrycamouflage.com)
features the shapes of doves, crosses
and fish symbols intermingled on
three neutral tone backgrounds and
printed beside high-resolution fore-
ground shapes.  There are three pat-
terns for various times of the year. 

WESTERN PATTERNS
Specialty western patterns are

becoming very popular and that
popularity, in part, is what inspired
Mossy Oak to create Brush Camo
and Realtree to create Max-1.
Examples of these regionally (and

nationally) popular patterns are
Ghost Camo (www.ghostcamo.com),
Bushlan (www.bushlancamo.com)

and King’s Desert Shadow and
Mountain Shadow (www.shadow-
camo.com).  

These patterns all share one
common characteristic; they blend
well with ground hunting environ-
ments.  While some may also blend
well in a tree stand, that is largely
coincidental.  The primary purpose
of these patterns is to make the foot
hunter disappear in Texas brush
country or Wyoming sage flats.

Circle 139 on Response Card
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EVERYONE NEEDS AT LEAST
TWO SETS OF CAMOUFLAGE

Does a bowhunter really need a
new set of camouflage clothing every
time he hunts a new area?  If he usual-
ly hunts in Indiana in November, does
he really need a different pattern for
an elk hunt in Colorado in September?
In the first place, few bowhunters
hunt several different areas all having
distinct background tones.  It makes
sense to boil it down to just two pri-
mary schemes: the prevailing back-
ground is predominantly either light
toned or dark toned.  

It is more realistic to work with the
notion that every bowhunter can ben-
efit from two sets of camouflage: a
light-toned set and a dark-toned set
and use them as required to blend
into the specific environments where
they are hunting.  How you choose to
break up your inventory among the
various light and dark-toned patterns
on the market is largely a function of
regional popularity and also shelf
appeal.  There is no doubt that cam-

ouflage has to work in the field, but
first it has to sell in the store.

If a pattern doesn’t look good to
your eye, it probably won’t look good
to your customers either.  When
searching to buy a house, you don’t
ignore the appearance while focusing
only on the number of bedrooms and
bathrooms.  Both function and
appearance matter.

DEMAND FOR 
LEAF-CUT CLOTHING

Leaf-cut clothing is appearing in
more and more bowhunters’ closets
because it produces a 3-D effect that
completely hides a hunter’s outline.
I’ve heard some fabulous claims from
hunters who are using the garments.
Animals seem to have a hard time dis-
tinguishing anything dangerous in the
rustling blob of synthetic leaves.

The outer material used to make
leaf-cut clothing has been etched to
produce flaps of fabric (typically some
kind of thin outer layer) that hang
loosely and flutter in the wind to give
the garment a three-dimensional
appearance.  The clothing’s “leaves”
look just like real leaves.  

Ghillie suits are another alterna-
tive to leaf-cut camouflage.  They are
essentially strips of multi-colored
drab fabric attached to a framework of
netting.  The results is an amazingly
three-dimensional effect.  You can sell

ready-made ghillie suits from firms
like Rancho Safari, or kits that give the
hunter everything he needs to make a
suit. 

CONCLUSION
Choosing the right camouflage

for your store is a bigger job than
merely buying anything that is mot-

Reatree Max-1

Rancho Safari
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tled in green and brown.  Granted,
today’s all-purpose patterns from the
popular camo brands will cover 90
percent of anyone’s concealment
needs, but that other 10 percent is

important too.  The specialty pat-
terns and those making three-
dimensional garments have a valu-
able role to play in helping
bowhunters blend into a wide range

of settings.  Don’t overlook the impor-
tance of specialty patterns when
selecting your inventory.

25 PACKS TO CHOOSE FROM
We Got Your Back— Pack!

Blacks Creek Guide Gear   3515 Arthur Street, Caldwell, Idaho 83605

Tel: 208.455.1996     Toll-Free: 1.800.742.1405     Fax: 208.455.1249
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Grim Reaper’s Jay Leichty (left) and
Outdoor Writer Joe Byers wore the ASAT
Vanish Pro 3-D Leafy System during a pro-
ductive February, 2006 management hunt
they shared with other Whitetail
University guests at the Bar-None Ranch
near Poth, Texas.

At left, the same venerable pattern seems
to disappear against the background of
this rock outcropping. Look at the center
of the photo and you should see someone
at full draw, aiming directly at you. See the
clothing feature and cover story for more
about ASAT’s effectiveness in the field.
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